
In my diploma work i tried to valued transplant in a christiant (religious) point of view. My essay
(diploma work) is consisit of (devided to) two parts – medical part, in which I have written about
individual steps made before the exact transplant and I also explained what are the benefits and
negatives of transplant. In the first part I also included law issues of transplant in Czech legislation,
about the difficulty to donate the organ, perhaps the risk of the individual donors. I described the criteria
of death from medical and ethical point of view. In a second part(teological) I have written about the
value of the transplant from the ethical point of view, the religious side (reflexion) it means till when the
human being is still considered as a person whose dignity has to be (needs to be) respected and whether
the human autonomia is the ethical password. From the religious point of view (side) does not exist
objection against volunteery transplant donors. Donor transplant is morally accepted with agreement of
the donors themself and without excessive (enourmous) risks included. The purpose of th death of the
individual is diagnosed (found out) first before the transplant can be donated. The possibility of the
donation (transplant) abuse is the organs selling market. In the christian way the life is the body itself of
the criator (God) which the human being can‘t abuse when he wants to but which should be considered
and offered with love to the closest person (human being). It does not exclude of demages of the
expenses for the donation of the organs or the tissues, but the profit is banned. Nobody has got the right
to have anyones organs, the donation of organs is high moral act of human solidarity. 
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